Synthetic Field Guidelines for ALL users
Memorial & Fitzpatrick Stadiums are owned by the City of Portland and managed/maintained by the Athletic
Facilities Manager and crews, who are a part of the Recreation and Facilities Management Department.
These facilities are to be taken care of to ensure their longevity, user safety and playability.
We thank you in advance for doing your part to ensure we have outstanding Facilities!

**** Alcohol, smoking, drugs or weapons are not allowed in our facilities at anytime ****
1. Absolutely No seeds, gum, smokeless tobacco – Coaches or players.
2. Sports Drinks, Soda, juices, any food etc – are NOT allowed on the playing surfaces – ONLY WATER
3. No vehicles, lifts, or bicycles in the stadiums!! If necessary, procedures will be dictated by staff.
4. Only permitted groups are allowed on the fields, please call 756-8275 x207 for information.
5. No cars/trucks inside either stadium (refs, trainers, coaches etc). All parking must be on the street or parking lot. Fitzy
concessions supplies can come in the Deering St gate (not off the access road) and Memorial supplies through the large
gate by the concession stand - Absolutely no vehicles around the stadium/tar around the inner fence/bus parking area.
Vehicles found in the stadiums will be towed immediately without trying to contact the owners.
6. All trash, sports tape, drinking cups – must be picked up before leaving the field. Booster signs, balloons, posters etc
must be removed after the event.
7. Fences – no shooting/passing balls off the fences or climbing over them.

Please Keep off them

8. In the interest of safety, spectators are not allowed on the track or inside field fences when games or practices are being
played. This includes reporters, parents or teams waiting to play.
9.

Metal or rubber spikes damage the track surface and are not permitted on the track.

10. Dogs are not allowed on any Portland’s athletic fields or in our facilities.
11. Do not enter track / field area until; the prior group is off track / field Enter/Exit on time.
12. PLEASE BE COURTEOUS & RESPECTFUL to groups playing while you wait. .
13. Proper Sportsmanship must be displayed at all times.
14. Please play warm up music volume with respect to the neighborhoods.
15. Any violation of these rules will result in immediate removal & refusal of future bookings.
16. Enjoy your sport!! Cheer with gusto!!

AND ABOVE ALL - HAVE FUN!!

